
Welland Gouldsmith School
English Language worksheet

Class : 3

Verbs are action words. It tells us what something is, does or has. Verbs are used with time. The simple
present tense is used to describe habits, routines and about actions that are always true. Example; My
mother works in a bank. Present continuous tense is used to talk about what is happening at the time
of speaking. Example; I  am reading a  novel.  Simple past tense is  used to talk about  actions that
happened at a certain time in the past. Example; He had his lunch. Past continuous tense is used to
talk about what was happening at a particular time in the past. Example; She  was writing a poem.
Simple future tense is used to talk about actions that will happen in the future. Example;The school
will start at 8:00 am.

Instructions to be followed: Worksheet to be done in single line exercise book of subject Language. On 
a fresh page under the heading--’Verbs’.

A. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs given in the brackets:
Hello! My name _____ (be) Mohit. My sister’s name ______ (be) Saisha. Saisha _____ (has) short 
hair. It ____ (be) Sunday today. Daddy ______ (take) us to the park on Sundays. My sister _____ (sing)
a song yesterday. We _____ (sleep) late last night. We _____ (be) with our grandparents yesterday. My 
father _____ (bake) a cake in the morning. Mummy _____  (like) to rest at home on Sunday.

B. Change these verbs into the simple past tense form.
1. climb      _______ 2. make       _______ 3. hold     ______
4. win         _______ 5. think       _______ 6. drive     ______
7. understand       ______ 8. speak      _______ 9. wear      ______
10. write       _______ 11. sleep      _______ 12. keep     ______
13. hop         _______ 14. give       _______ 15. catch     ______

C. Using these words and phrases, form sentences and questions in the past continuous tense:
1. he/ take/ bath
2. I/ prepare/ dinner
3. we/ study/ English
4. they/ play/ chess
5. she/ listen/ to the radio
6. we/ cycle/ all day
7. the kids/ play/ in the garden all day
8. I/ practise/ the guitar

Assignment:-

➢ Page 58-59, ex. B, nos. 10 – 25
➢ page 60, warm up exercise
➢ page 64, ex. C.
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